Cleans and
preserves the
original finish of the
floor without smears
No need to rinse


Suitable on oiled and
lacquered wood floors


Also suitable
on melamine, PVC
and laminated floors


Ideal for frequent
cleaning


Non-slip


®

Lagoon
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

 BLANCHON LAGOON® allows you to clean most wood floors, especially lacquered and oiled
floors, pre-finished floating floors, etc.
 LAGOON® is also suitable for use on melamine, PVC and laminated floors.
 Recommended for frequent cleaning, LAGOON® cleans effectively and preserves the original
finish of the floor.
 LAGOON® is enriched with newly developed detergents, and therefore does not require rinsing,
leaving the floor spotless.
 NB: LAGOON® should not be used on waxed wood floors.

SURFACE PREPARATION

 If necessary, remove dust from the floor (vacuum cleaner, broom).
 Shake the container well before use.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

 Spray LAGOON® onto a small area and wipe off using a micro-fibre mop or a floor cloth. Always
use clean equipment, dampened but not dripping in order not to wet the floor too much.
 Repeat the procedure for the rest of the room.
 NB: it is also possible to spray LAGOON® onto the micro-fibre mop itself. In that case, reimpregnate regularly.
 If necessary, the micro-fibre cloth can be washed in a washing machine.
 No need to rinse. Allow to dry.
 NB: to restore dull lacquered floors, use BLANCHON PROTECTOR (for satin or gloss finishes) on
a regular basis. This product is perfectly compatible with LAGOON®.

DRYING TIMES

 Drying: 10 minutes.
 Return to use: as soon as the floor is dry.

COVERAGE

 Approx. 200 m² for ½ litre.

Lagoon®
TECHNICAL DATA
USE
ACTIVE INGREDIENT
AFNOR CLASSIFICATION
DENSITY
REGULATORY INFORMATION
DRYING
STORAGE

Maintenance of lacquered wood floors
Surfactants, silicone free
N/A
1.00 (at 20°C, as per NF T 30020)
Refer to the relevant Safety Data Sheets (available on www.blanchon.com or on www.quickfds.com)
Approx. 10 minutes
Protect from frost (be especially careful when storing in vehicles)
Technical Data Sheet approved by the Technical Service and issued in July 2018. Designed, developed and manufactured in France.
The information contained in this Technical Data Sheet is provided in good faith as a guideline only.
Under no circumstances can this information be considered as a guarantee given by us or incur our liability when our products are used.
This Technical Data Sheet cancels and replaces all previous versions.
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